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Fundamentals of Risk and InsuranceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This tenth edition of Fundamentals of Risk and

	Insurance marks the 36th anniversary of the first edition,

	published in 1972. Over the years, the book

	has undergone major change as the field of risk

	management and insurance has changed. Emmett

	J. Vaughan, an author in the first and all subsequent

	editions, guided the...
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Think Better: An Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	There are thousands of books about thinking. But there are very few books that provide clear how-to information that can actually help you think better.


	Think Better is about Productive Thinking â€• why it’s important, how it works, and how to use it at work, at home, and at play. Productive Thinking is a...
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Mostly Codeless Game Development: New School Game EnginesApress, 2017

	
		Get a head start in your game development career with this all-genre guide for absolute beginners. Whether you're into action games, role-playing games, or interactive fiction, we've got you covered. Mostly Codeless Game Development empowers new developers with little or no previous...
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Complex IT Project Management: 16 Steps to SuccessCRC Press, 2003
Project Managers leading massive IT projects--defined as projects rolling out deliverables across geographic boundaries with budgets ranging well into the millions--need a unique level of expertise and an arsenal of personal and professional skills to successfully accomplish their tasks. Large IT initiatives inherently contain business...
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Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and ProcessesIGI Global, 2003
Virtual teams are a relatively new phenomenon and by definition work across time, distance, and organizations through the use of information and communications technology. Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and Processes gathers the best of academic research on real work-based virtual teams into one book. It offers a series of chapters...
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Big Change at Best Buy: Working Through Hypergrowth to Sustained ExcellenceDavies-Black Publishing, 2003
Designed to redefine successful change management in corporate America, Big Change at Best Buy offers hard-won lessons and the tools every executive and manager needs—in every business and every industry—to turn management practices and culture focused on rapid growth into the type of disciplined, customer-centered operation...
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Beginning Facebook Game Apps Development (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	Facebook has emerged over the last several years as the dominant social space. Their

	astronomical growth has made it the platform for social interaction on the web. Although

	there have been some hiccups along the way with privacy concerns, Facebook

	continues to grow and provide a space for users worldwide to interact with one...
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Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal BrandingApress, 2014

	Why should you, a competent software developer or programmer, care about your own brand? After all, it’s not like you're an actor or musician.


	In fact, as Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal Branding demonstrates in...
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The Warren Buffett WayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Warren Buffett is the most famous investor of all time and one of today’s most admired business leaders. He became a billionaire and investment sage by looking at companies as businesses rather than prices on a stock screen. The first two editions of The Warren Buffett Way gave investors their first in-depth look at the...
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CCNP Data Center Application Centric Infrastructure 300-620 DCACI Official Cert GuideCisco Press, 2021

	Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam.

	

	
		CCNP Data Center Application Centric...
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Security + Exam Guide (Testtaker's Guide Series)Charles River, 2003
The Security+ Exam Guide provides exam candidates with the concepts,  objectives, and test-taking skills needed to pass on their first attempt.  Instead of covering every computer security topic, this book isolates those  topics most likely to be addressed on the exam. Written by an experienced  network administrator and CompTIA...
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Living The 80/20 Way : Work Less, Worry Less, Succeed More, Enjoy MoreNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2005
This compelling book focuses on how to succeed personally and professionally by doing less. The author offers ideas and strategies for minimizing our activities and concerns to lead a "less is more" life.

There is a way to relax, enjoy life, put loved ones first, express yourself to the max, and also achieve your dreams....
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